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Abstract
Einstein’s equivalence principle allows one to compare the magnitudes of a
gravitational acceleration field with the magnitudes of a field of Unruh acceleration temperatures. The validity of such a comparison is demonstrated by
using it to derive the effective Hawking black body radiation at a Schwarzschild black hole horizon. One can then extend the black hole thought experiment to a Hawking-Unruh temperature equation expressed in terms of the
Schwarzschild radius. This follows an inverse radius law rather than an inverse radius-squared law. Following a brief discussion of current theoretical
failures to explain galactic rotation curves, the Unruh acceleration temperature equations are brought together to show how a rotating supermassive
black hole galactic system should follow an inverse radius rule of centripetal
gravitational force and centripetal acceleration. This result appears to indicate
that galactic observations currently attributed to dark matter may in part be
attributed to classical Newtonian dynamics superimposed on a relativistic rotating system powered by a supermassive black hole.
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1. Introduction and Background
It is well-known that an inertial reference frame within a gravity field can be
treated as equivalent to an accelerating reference frame (Einstein’s equivalence
principle). This is why a gravity field can be represented entirely by gamma acceleration vectors. It is also well-known that an accelerating observer or detector
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in a vacuum field will observe a black body radiation spectrum appearing to originate in-line with the direction of acceleration. This is most commonly known
as the Unruh effect, and the black body temperature is known as the Unruh acceleration temperature. The Unruh acceleration temperature is given by the following formula [1]:
  
T ≅
a
 2π ck B 

(1)

wherein symbol “a” represents the acceleration, and all symbols in the brackets
are known constants.
Of particular interest for this discussion is that one could imagine a field of
Unruh acceleration temperatures around an isolated gravitating body, with its
relative magnitudes corresponding in direct proportion to the gamma field
magnitudes. For instance, if one were to place two identical Schwarzschild black
holes of mass M at a separation distance of their Schwarzschild radii, they would
experience a net attractive force per unit mass (i.e., a forward acceleration “a”) of
 c4 

 .Thus, they would each experience an Unruh acceleration temperature
 4GM 
 c3 
of 
 at the horizon of the opposing black hole. This particular result
 8π k B GM 
represented by

T≅

c 3
8π k B GM

(2)

is identical to the Hawking temperature derivation now known as Hawking radiation [2]. Hawking radiation can be considered the black hole black body radiation taking place at or very near every black hole horizon. Thus, temperature T
in Equation (2) is also sometimes referred to as the Hawking-Unruh temperature [3].
 Rc 2 
It is also valid to use the Schwarzschild formula and substitute 
 for M,
 2G 
giving the equivalent Hawking-Unruh temperature in the form of

T≅

c
4π k B R

(3)

wherein R represents the Schwarzschild radius and the other symbols in the
right-hand term are known constants.
By Equation (1) we can imagine a proportional equivalency between the magnitudes of an Unruh acceleration temperature field and the gamma magnitudes
of a gravitational field. In Equation (3) we see indirect proportionality between
the magnitude of the Unruh acceleration temperature field at a black hole’s horizon and the magnitude of its Schwarzschild radius R. Of particular note is that

these relationships can only be true if the gravitational field around a black hole
of any size does not follow an inverse R-squared law but rather an inverse R law!
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2. Discussion
It has only recently become evident that all, or nearly all, galaxies have a central
supermassive black hole. However, for a number of decades, the rotation curves
of galaxies have been quite puzzling [4] [5] [6]. Their plate-like stellar rotation
was a clear indication that the classical inverse R-squared gravitational law of
our solar system could not easily be extended to galaxies. These aberrant galactic
rotations have long been known to act more as if stellar centripetal forces (and
their associated accelerations) vary inversely with radius distance from the galactic center, rather than the expected radius distance squared.
Over the last few decades, two basic theoretical approaches have been attempted to address this paradox [7] [8]. By far the most popular approach has
been to suggest a halo-like distribution of non-visible (i.e., “dark”), non-baryonic,
cold matter which only interacts with ordinary visible matter by gravitational attraction. However, numerous varied and highly creative observational studies to
detect and determine the exact nature of dark matter, including how it revises
the Standard Particle Model, have failed in this regard. The second theoretical
approach has been to find a reasonable modification of Newton’s law of gravity
in order to explain the aberrant galactic rotation. This search for a theory of
Modified Newtonian Dynamics (MOND) has met with limited success [9],
mostly by an ad hoc search for new gravitational equations, effects of which are
designed to become noticeable only at the extremely small stellar centripetal accelerations within the outer two-thirds of the galactic disc.
Now recent theoretical approaches [10] [11] [12], as well as computer-generated
Gaia star map analysis [13], strongly suggest that a new type of matter outside of
the Standard Particle Model, or an ad hoc modification of Newtonian dynamics,
may be completely unnecessary. The report on the Gaia billion-star map study
by Enbang Li concluded that the flat galactic rotation curve of the Milky Way

galaxy can be entirely explained without the need for a dark matter halo! Erik
Verlinde’s “emergent gravity” theory and Flat Space Cosmology [Tatum, et al.
(2018)] provide support for inertial effects of galactic visible matter entropy as
being largely responsible for “dark matter” observations. The July 2018 Journal

of Modern Physics paper entitled “A Potentially Useful Dark Matter Index” [14]
references four very recent observational studies which appear to support this
concept of a possible link between “dark matter” and inertial effects of galactic
gravitational entropy.
Furthermore, it occurs to this author that we have been thinking about a rotating galaxy in the wrong way. Rather than trying to impose classical Keplerian

and Newtonian solar system model kinematics and dynamics, we should think
of galaxies as a rotating supermassive black hole (SMBH) system. If we think of
galactic evolution as beginning with fast-spinning quasars and blazars, we are
probably better-equipped to think of modern co-moving galaxies as being relatively quiescent former dynamos which began with extremely powerful organizing magnetic fields. For this reason, perhaps, modern galaxies appear to behave
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more like a spinning flywheel than a solar system.
Furthermore, and perhaps most importantly, it should not surprise us if dynamic SMBH systems have long-since locked in their plate-like stellar rotations
with an inverse radius rule along the lines of Equation (3). By combining Equations (1) and (3), which can both be applied, as shown, to black holes (specifically SMBHs in this case), we get
 

 2π ck B


c
a ≅
kB R
4
π


(4)

c2
2R

(5)

which simplifies to

a≅

One can see that this is a centripetal acceleration formula of the type ac ≅
wherein rotational velocity v ≅

c
2

v2
,
R

is a constant at horizon radius R.

Thus, we have what appears to be classical Newtonian dynamics superimposed on a relativistic rotating galactic system powered by a SMBH.

3. Summary and Conclusions
Einstein’s equivalence principle allows one to compare the magnitudes of a gravitational acceleration field with the magnitudes of a field of Unruh acceleration
temperatures. The validity of such a comparison is demonstrated by using it to
derive the effective Hawking black body radiation at a Schwarzschild black hole
horizon. One can then extend the black hole thought experiment to a Hawking-Unruh temperature equation expressed in terms of the Schwarzschild radius.
This follows an inverse radius law rather than an inverse radius-squared law.
Following a brief discussion of current theoretical failures to explain galactic rotation curves, the Unruh acceleration temperature equations are brought together to show how a rotating supermassive black hole galactic system should
follow an inverse radius rule of centripetal gravitational force and centripetal
acceleration. This result appears to indicate that galactic observations currently
attributed to dark matter may in part be attributed to classical Newtonian dynamics superimposed on a relativistic rotating system powered by a supermassive black hole.
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